
THE GEOGRAPHY FRONT – A World Geography Tournament 

MODERATOR: Rounds consist of 30 questions. There are 3 tiebreakers to be used only in case of a tie. If for any reason a tossup 
needs to be thrown out, please request a replacement from the tournament director. This tournament uses an early-answer reward 
system called “boost marks.” A correct answer given as a result of a buzz made as the boldened text is read will be rewarded with 20 
points, all other answers will receive 10 points. Incorrect answers given before the end of the question will receive a 5-point penalty 

. 

Round 14 

 

1. One people group dwelling on this body of water enforce fishing rights by threatening death curses called lutego 
against trespassers. In addition to the Zinza, the Subi people dwell beneath three-hundred-foot cliffs on this body of 
water adjacent to Rubondo National Park, which lies on an island at the entrance to its Emji Paska Bay. The Lamadi 
Water Scheme seeks to alleviate pollution in this body of water’s southern shores, whose largest settlement is a 
cultural center for the Sukuma. Another nation’s Kavirondo Gulf supports its port city of Kisumu. The Sese Archipelago, 
which includes Buggala, is found in its northwest. This lake is known for giant clouds of mayflies which form its “summer 
smoke.” Ukerewe Island defines an extension of this lake which receives the Simiyu and Grumeti Rivers, the Speke Gulf. 
The Owen Falls Dam at Jinja controls its outlet on its way to Lake Kyoga. FTP, name this lake on which Mwanza and 
Entebbe are found which is shared between Uganda, Kenya and Tanzania. 

Answer: Lake Victoria (Accept Lake Nyanza, ‘Nnanubale or Nam Lolwe or Ukerewe before mentioned) 

2. The hot springs of Tarapaya (ta-ra-PA-ya) are located in a canyon below this city. This city is noted for narrow, 
twisting alleyways like the Quijarro (ke-HA-ro) and the Passage of the Seven Turns on which once dwelled its early 
nobility. This city, which is located beneath the Cordillera de Kari Kari (kor-di-YE-ra de KA-ri KA-ri), contains a 
number of ruined furnaces known as guayros, though its more modern ingenios (in-HE-nios) are in its barrios of San 
Antonio and Cantumarca (kan-tu-MAR-ka). This city was home to a school of art led by Melchor Perez de Holguin, 
and its Santa Teresa convent contains a Madonna by Alonso Cano. Its most famous church is San Lorenzo de Carangas, 
whose carvings include figures from Aymara mythology. Some inhabitants of this city own a small stake in a mountain to its 
west believed to be controlled by the demon El Tío. Its national mint, the Casa de Moneda, is also its nation’s largest 
museum, and may be the origin of the “dollar symbol.” FTP, name this silver and tin mining city whose Cerro Rico mine was 
the source of much of the Spanish wealth from the New World, located in Bolivia. 

Answer: Potosí 

3. These islands were first mentioned as populated by the Irish monk Dicuilus. Mitochondrial DNA traces most of their 
settlers to a Celtic population, and they were known as Na Scigirí in Gaelic. In times of famine, the only source of food 
in these islands was located between the villages of Lopra and Sumba and consisted of bird eggs collected by rappelling 
down the steep slope of the sea cliff Beinisvorð (BAY-nis-vorth). The world’s largest storm petrel colony is located on 
another sea cliff in Nolsøy in this territory. A popular photography location in this territory is the half-pyramid Tindhólmur, a 
view of which from Sølvag was painted by an artist of several “Whale Killing” scenes, Samuel Joensens-Mikines (JOIN-
sens-mi-KI-nes), which takes place on the island of Vágar. The Tinganes Peninsula hosts the nucleus of a city in this 
dependency which includes the Skansin Fort and the church Havnarkirkja (HAV-nar-kir-kya), which stands over the 
multicolored Undir Bryggjubakka (OON-dir BRIG-yu-ba-ka) wharf buildings, and a parliament, the Løgting. FTP, name 
these islands located between Iceland and the Orkney Islands administered by Denmark from Tórshavn. 

Answer: Faeroe Islands 

4. The ruined site of Kandapurpura (kan-da-pur-PU-ra) is found northwest of this city. Like its nation’s capital, this city 
contains a sizeable French quarter that extends along the south bank of its main river. Sebastian Vauban constructed 
defensive ramparts in this city which is served by the port of Chan May and is located on a river which enters via the 
Luong Quan Plains, passes its Ngoc Tran Temple, and enters the Thuan An estuary. The Ngo Mon Gate leads to its Imperial 
Enclosure, the Forbidden Purple City on the Perfume River. FTP, name this city which contains the Dai Noi citadel which 
lost its administrative status as capital of Vietnam’s Nguyen (NWAY-en) Dynasty to Saigon in 1949. 

Answer: Hue 

 



5. The inhabitants of what would become this country were little known until the arrival of the whaling ship Awashonks. 
This nation’s clan structure is supported by farm and construction workers called Rijerbal, who are supervised by the 
Alap as detailed by its capital’s Alele Museum, which explains its guiding philosophy of manit. Some of this country’s 
minor islands are Namorik, Ailuk and Wotho, found between its southern and northern limits of Ebon and Taeongi. 
This nation’s Laura Beach has become grossly polluted, though the nearby Eneko Island is clean enough to support a 
population of shelled mollusks. The Council of Iroji advises this nation’s unicameral Nitijela, found in a capital that was built 
by landfill to join its islands of Djarrit (JA-rit), Uliga and Delap. Archipelagos named “Sunset” and “Sunrise,” or Ralik and 
Ratik, compose this nation where the Ebeye coral reef protects the strategic island of Kwajalein (KWA-ja-layn). The Runit 
Dome was constructed in this nation, a legacy begun when a device called “Mike” left its northern atoll of Enewak 
uninhabitable. FTP, name this Pacific Island nation, home to Bikini Atoll, with capital Majuro (ma-JU-ro). 

Answer: Republic of the Marshall Islands or Majol 

6. This feature’s Mt. Ptolemy contains a formation called the Hub, about which Windy Valley, the Neny Fjord, and the 
Cole, Mercator, and Weyerhaeuser Glaciers radiate in a formation called the Traffic Circle. Prime Head is the 
northernmost point on this peninsula whose highest point is Mt. Jackson on its Black Coast. Joinville Island is an offshore 
extension of mountains that occupy the Trinity Peninsula, which extends from Cape Longing to Cape Kater on this landmass 
whose west coast is indented by Marguerite Bay. The oft-photographed Lemaire Channel separates this peninsula from Booth 
Island. This peninsula’s native pearlwort and hair grass are its only two flowering plants. The Wilkins and Larsen Ice Shelves 
are anchored to this peninsula. FTP, name this long peninsula consisting of Graham Land and Palmer Land found south of 
Drake Passage, the northernmost extent of its namesake continent. 

Answer: Antarctic Peninsula 

7. The northern range of this people includes the rain forests of the Ñande Ru Marangatu (NYAN-day roo ma-ran-GA-
too). Their western range includes the valleys of the Guapay and Parapetí, where a university run by them is located 
at Kuruyuki. Tobatines (to-ba-TEE-nes) and Chiriguani (chi-ree-GWA-nee) are important western divisions of these 
people, which include the Ava. Another division of this people undertook a famous migration in search of the “land 
without evil,” the Apapocuva (a-pa-po-KU-va). A northern remnant of that division, the Panambi’y (pa-nam-BEE) is 
centered in the department of Amambay. In its first use, the name for these people was contrasted with the term Cayua, and 
indicated a recent convert to Christianity; that contrasting term reflected continuing faith in their god Ñamandu (nya-MAN-
du). Their language, also called Ñandevi (nyan-DE-vi), makes up a prominent family along with the Tupi. FTP, name these 
people exemplified by their hero Sepé Tiaraju (se-PE tya-RA-ju) whose lands lay west of the Uruguay River whose language, 
now a national language, also identifies the currency of their native Paraguay. 

Answer: Guaraní 

8. The Gandom Beryan Plateau in this region hosts a local example of desert pavement known as the Reg, which grades 
into fields of plant-influenced dunes called Nebkhas, the highest of their kind in the world. This region’s northern and 
western borders are defined by ranges that include the Nay Band and Lakar Mountains. On this region’s eastern 
edge, a people known as the Zranka once inhabited the ancient land of Drangiana (dran-JA-na), but only a few villages 
around its town of Shahdad are inhabited today. The Aqua satellite once measured a surface temperature of 159 degrees 
Fahrenheit in this extremely harsh desert that hosts sandblasting winds that carve out corrugated ridges known as yardangs, 
the largest examples of which are found just east of Kerman. With a name meaning “wilderness of barren rock,” FTP, name 
this desert that boasts the bulk of the salt deposits in Eastern Iran. 

Answer: Dasht-e Lut  

9. One of the northern limits of this region is the Huincul (WEEN-kul) Fault. A national park in this region is accessed 
through the Quitruihué (kee-trui-WAY) Peninsula, which lies near a lake district that contains a grove of redwoods 
transplanted from California on Victoria Island. In addition to Los Arrayanes, a national park in its Futaleufú (fu-te-
leu-FOO) Basin protects the only subequatorial species of redwood, the Alerce (a-LER-say). This region’s Grand 
Central Plateau contains a notable petrified forest. The Meseta de Montemayor and the Valdés Peninsula are coastal features 
of this scrubland drained by the Coig, Chico and Deseado Rivers. The Adelaide Archipelago and Wellington Island are found 
off the west coast of this region whose east includes the provinces of Santa Cruz, Rio Negro and Chubut. Rio Gallegos (ga-
YE-gos) and Commodore Rivadavia are ports serving, FTP, what vast, windy region of southern Chile and Argentina? 

Answer: Patagonia (prompt on “Southern Cone” or equivalent vagueness) 

10. This city’s St. Philip and All Saints Church was its nation’s first consecrated barn church. This is the second of two 
places that T.S. Eliot substituted for the town of Maremma in an allusion to Pia from Dante’s Purgatorio from The 



Waste Land’s “The Fire Sermon.” Grove Park is located across a namesake bridge that leads to this place that 
absorbed the nearby neighborhood of North Sheen. Syon Park House and Queen Charlotte’s Cottage are found in a 
preserve in this city. George III purchased a palace in this city as an annex for his White House residence. The Domesday 
Book is at rest in the National Archives in this city. The largest wild seed bank in the world is located at a former estate of 
Prince Frederick Louis in this place which publishes an index of the higher plant species described by Linnaeus. FTP, name 
this suburb of London in Richmond upon Thames that is home to its Royal Botanic Gardens. 

Answer: Kew 

11. This structure contains the courtyards Kpododji (kpo-DO-ji) and Jalalahénou (ja-la-la-HE-nu). Each building at this 
site is associated with a spirit-hut known as the Djexo (JEX-ho). A strong tornado damaged this structure’s Assins 
Room and Jewel Room in 1984, and a fire in 2009 took the Adoxo of Agonglo. This site is protected by a moat of spiny 
acacia trees and built of laterite cob walls. The Akuehue (a-KWAY-way) was a two-story gated structure at this site known as 
its cowrie house. A series of bas-reliefs from this place include the sword Goubassa and the “jar of unity,” which has become 
its nation’s symbol. Part of the current capital of the department of Zou, this site contains the palaces of Glélé and Ghézo, the 
remnants of a structure said to be built “on the belly of Dan” by the Fon people which was burned by Béhanzin. FTP, name 
this complex located to the north of Cotonou, the power seat of the kings of Dahomey located in Benin. 

Answer: Royal Palaces of Abomey (accept Royal Palaces of Dahomey until Dahomey is mentioned) 

12. Sculptures found in this city include one of a five-armed man raising a broken pillar and one of a housekeeper 
dousing forty of his master’s companions with boiling oil. Bridges in this city include the Bab Al Moatham, Ahrar, 
and July 14th Bridges. This city’s university is located on the Al-Jadriyyah (al-ja-DREE-ya) Peninsula. The only 
remnant of this city’s medieval wall is its Wastani Gate. A later architectural period also saw construction of the Sahrawardi 
(sa-ra-WAR-di) Mosque and the Mustansiriyya (mu-stan-si-REE-ya) Madrassa, which was this city’s important law college. 
Rashid street is the heart of this city’s financial district, which is located between Al Mu’azzam Square and Tahrir Square. 
This city’s center is its Al-Khark District, which contains the al-Quds gate and the Assassins’ Gate, as well as a series of 
victory arches composed of two 150-foot crossed swords said to be crafted from seized Iranian arms, now located within its 
“Green Zone.” FTP, name this capital of Iraq. 

Answer: Baghdad 

13. A snake found among twelve kneeling stone figures beneath the western suburbs of this modern city likely indicates a 
temple for human sacrifice connected to the Mei Yuan division of its lost city of Jinsha, which contains relics from the 
Shu kingdom, including a smiling gold mask and the symbol of a nine-headed phoenix said to represent the Classic of 
Mountains and Seas. The plain of this city was the first center of cultivation of tobacco in the orient, and is known as the 
Plain of Abundance. The Caotang, or Hall of Grass in this city honors an 8th century man of letters who lived in this city. Its 
skyline is defined by its Jinjiang district, which is encircled by four ring roads. Tea houses abound in this city, as it was the 
first city to register trading in tea. The Giant Buddha of Leshan is situated at the confluence of the Min and Dadu Rivers 
located south of this city, and this city hosts the New Century Global Center, currently the largest building by volume in the 
world. The homes of Li Po and Tu Fu may be found in, FTP, what giant panda breeding capital of Sichuan Province? 

Answer: Chengdu 

14. This region’s Vyškov (VISH-kov) Gates were once the highest part of the western branch of the Amber Road. The 
Bečva (bech-VA) River drains the eastern portion of this region toward its center, which contains the Svratka Valley. 
The landscaped gardens of the Lednice (led-NEE-tse) and Valtice (val-TEE-tse) palaces are in this region’s southern 
Sklepa Valley above its largest lake, Nové Mlýny. This region’s highland regions include the eastern Chřibi (SHEE-bee) 
Mountains in its region of Zlin and the northern Hrubý Jesenik (hru-BEE ye-SE-nik) which climaxes at Praděd (prad-YED). 
This region’s capital contains the Mies van der Rohe designed Tungendhat (TOON-gen-that) Villa and is built around its 
Cabbage Market. A northern city in this region contains the largest baroque column in Europe, the Holy Trinity Column, at 
Horní Naměsti (or-NI na-MYESH-ti) in Olomouc. The Abbey of St. Thomas in this region saw the pea plant experiments of 
Gregor Mendel. FTP, name this easternmost region of the Czech Republic whose capital is Brno. 

Answer: Moravia 

15. A folk song of an ethnic group of this river’s basin refers to it as the Ingulukudela (in-gu-lu-ku-DE-la) and describes 
looking for work in mines along it. Rapids at Malala, Moluque (mo-LOO-kay) and Quiquique (kee-KEE-kay) may 
have inspired this river’s name, which either means “river of the waterfall,” or it is named for a Tsongo leader. First 
dammed at the mouth of the Hartbeesport Gap, upstream of the Marico it is referred to as the Krokodil. This river’s large 
concentration of hippopotamus is mostly found between the Mokolo and Mogalakwena (mo-ga-la-KWE-na). Its rapids occur 



in its final section after it absorbs the Shashi on its left, and its navigability begins with its confluence with the Olifants. Its 
silt led an author to refer to this river, once called the Espiritu Santu, as “great, grey-green and greasy.” FTP, name this river 
that forms the border between Botswana and South Africa and Zimbabwe and South Africa before entering the Indian Ocean 
through Mozambique. 

Answer: Limpopo River 

16. Warning, two answers required. Volcanic eruptions on these two islands are believed to be controllable with magic 
crowns called makhota, which are topped with cassowary feathers and housed in palaces called keratins. The 
southeasternmost of these islands harvests its principal crop from the slopes of the strato-cone of Api Kiematubu (A-
pee kee-ma-TOO-boo); the other boasts a crater lake called Tolire Besar that is full of crocodiles and that is 
dominated by the active Api Gamalama (A-pee ga-ma-LA-ma). Benteng Tohula, a Spanish fort, guards the capital city of 
the smaller island, Soasio, while the larger of these islands lost its hegemony only in 2008 when a regional capital was 
relocated to Sofifi, though its port of Bastiong is still the transportation center for the Halmahera (hal-ma-HE-ra) region since 
the Portuguese arrived. FTP, name these two islands in the Moluccas whose dueling sultanates supplied most of the cloves 
later traded by the Dutch East India Company. 

Answer: Ternate and Tidore 

17. The fumarolic Valley of Wabua is located in this island group’s Pangula Island, and the Koimumu Geysir Field is part 
of a geothermal region based around its Willaumez Peninsula. Another island is famous for a shark-calling ritual as 
well as its Malagan carvings, which are part of its funeral rites. The first colony in this group of islands was a copra 
farm established among the Tolai tribe on the Gazelle Peninsula. A movement founded on one of these islands that fused 
Christianity and animism with Western architecture was first based in its Manus Province. A massive gold mine on its island 
of Lihir is under development. The Paliau Movement remains in its Admiralty Islands, which, like the Duke of York Group is 
an extension of this arc that forms a reverse crescent around a namesake sea. FTP, New Britain and New Ireland are the 
largest islands in what archipelago in Papua New Guinea with a German moniker? 

Answer: Bismarck Archipelago 

18. A dam in this city’s Medeo Gorge saved it from a catastrophic mudslide in 1973. The Kok Tobe Hill provides a 
panorama of this city. A fortress known as Zailiyskoye (zai-LEESK-o-ye) was founded on the site of a previous city 
with this name. That earlier city, which was destroyed by the Mongols, was known for its wild apple trees, and this 
city’s name means “father of apples.” Turan University is found in this city whose artistic quarter is concentrated along its 
Zhibek Zholy, and the Green Bazaar is this city’s main marketplace. Panfilov Park contains this city’s yellow-spired Zenkov 
Cathedral, which is the second largest wooden building in the world. This city’s population grew most rapidly after its 
republic’s capital was transferred from Kyzyl Ordu. FTP, name this largest city and former capital of Kazakhstan. 

Answer: Almaty or Alma Ata 

19. The novel Crossbones concerns the return of this city’s diaspora. Much of this city’s early wealth arose from a type of 
silk known as toob, which was traded to Damascus and Cairo. This city contains the white marble Saudi Mosque of 
Islamic Solidarity, and its Mosque of the Four Pillars was built in its 15th Century zenith. The Habr Gedir, Murosade 
and Abgaal Clans dominate this city which is also populated by a mixed Bantu-Arab population known as the Cadcad. A 
ruined cathedral in this city was constructed based on the Cefalu Cathedral in Sicily. The Almnara Tower is a medieval 
lighthouse built for its defense, though the symbol of this city is found southwest of its Liido Beach and is its Italian 
lighthouse. The center of its nation’s Benadir Region, FTP, name this city whose Baraka Market contains the wreckage of 
two Black Hawk helicopters that were shot down in 1993, the capital of Somalia. 

Answer: Mogadishu or Xamaal or Muqdisho 

20. A legend of Rarotonga notes that the 7th Century navigator U-te-rangiora (OO-tay ran-JO-ra) sailed south of this 
island and found an area described as Tai-uka-a-pia, or “sea foaming like arrowroot.” A seal hunter who later 
drowned in Perseverance Bay stumbled upon this island, and noted a “wreckage of ancient design” on its north coast. 
The Bencleugh was shipwrecked in this island’s Hasselborough Bay while looking for the phantom Emerald Island, 
which supposedly lay to its south. An oiling operation targeting an endemic species on this island was centered at The 
Nuggets, and a 2006 mass wasting event at Lusitania Bay buried an important breeding ground on this island which hosts the 
entire population of royal penguins during their nesting season. The first radio link to Antarctica was established on this 
island’s Wireless Hill, which is frequently submerged by waves in strong storms. Named for a governor of New South Wales, 
FTP, name this southernmost of the Antipodes Islands, Australia’s southernmost landmass. 

Answer: Macquarie Island 



21. Near a city formerly named Dryssa, this river passes a row of prayer stones known as the Boris Stones. This river 
feeds its nation’s largest moss marsh, the Teice (TAY-tse), near Atasiene (a-ta-SYE-ne). An island in this river hosts a 
memorial to that nation, the Garden of Destiny. Kokenhausen Castle still guards its confluence with the Perse, and 
Tornakalns Fortress guards the entrance to its nation’s main trade route near this river's mouth. Like the Volga, this river rises 
in the Valdai Hills, and on its upper course, the Kirov Bridge passes over it in view of the golden dome of the Cathedral of 
the Assumption and the Holy Spirit Monastery. A section of this river between Jekabpils and Krustpils once comprised the 
anti-Semitic boundary of the Pale as it passed through Vitebsk and Polotsk and it eventually flows by the House of the Black 
Heads before reaching its mouth. FTP, name this river which flows through Russia, Belarus and Latvia and empties into the 
Gulf of Riga. 

Answer: Daugava River or Western Dvin River 

22. An old name for these mountains comes from a folk etymology of the blood of Typhon which once rained down on 
them. Its continent’s largest gallery of post-Paleolithic cave art is found in the Magura Cave in these mountains. Cape 
Emine is the easternmost extension of this range. This mountain’s highest peak also contains its nation’s highest 
waterfall, the Raysko Praskalo (RAY-sko pra-SKA-lo). The forests of the Sredna Gora cover the southern foothills of this 
range. Arabakonak (a-ra-ba-KO-nak) and Vratnik Passes divide this range into thirds, and Shipka Pass is an opening through 
this range connecting Gabrovo and Kazanluk. The Yantra Gorge is occupied by the medieval capital of Veliko Tarnovo in its 
northern foothills. FTP, name this mountain range through which passes the Iskar River that climaxes at Mt. Botev as it 
crosses northern Bulgaria, and that shares its name with a large peninsula in Southeastern Europe. 

Answer: Balkan Mountains or Stara Planina until “large peninsula” 

23. This city’s Stela Doce (STE-la DO-say)is noted for a dot-and-bar calendar system which was known as the piye. Its 
role was eventually succeeded by a city built between the Atoyac and Jalatlalco (ha-la-TLAL-ko) Rivers, and it itself 
was built following the abandonment of nearby San José Mogote. This city administered the secondary chiefdoms of 
Yegüih (YE-gweeh) and Tilcajete (til-ka-HE-te) from a strategic lookout at the junction of the Etla, Tlacolula (tla-ko-
LU-la) and Zimatlán Valleys, whose sacrificed residents are possibly represented in its Plaza of the Dancers. Its inheritors 
later built the city of Antequera below it. A network of tunnels is found beneath its J Structure, an arrowhead-shaped 
observatory whose hieroglyphs detail its military history, and which is located north of its Monticulo Sur. The Temple of the 
Two Columns is located at the north end of this site on its North Platform, adjacent to a set of tombs which were later co-
opted by the Mixtec. FTP, name this archaeological site in the Valley of Oaxaca, the chief cultural center of the Zapotec. 

Answer: Monte Albán 

24. As the entity that created this feature narrows with decreasing height, it absorbs the tongues of the Akullinnguaq (a-
kull-in-GWAK) and Nunatarsuaq (nu-na-tar-SWAK), and in winter it blocks the bays Tasiusaq (ta-syu-SAK) and 
Sukuiuitsoq (su-ku-yit-SOK) which extends to its south and north. The highlands Iviangernarsuit (i-vyan-ger-nar-
SWEET) and Paakitsup Nunaa (pa-kit-SUP nu-NA) define this feature. A reserve protecting this passage also 
contains the archaeological Sermermiut (ser-mer-MYOOT) site, which had been home to a split off of the Chukotko-
Kamchatkan (choo-KOT-ko-kam-CHAT-kan) peoples, the Saqqaq (sa-KAK) culture, as well as its nation’s Dorset and 
Thule Cultures. The town of Ilimanaq (i-li-ma-NAK) lies at the southwestern entrance to this passage, and competes with the 
capital of Avannaata (a-va-NA-ta) municipality as the “gateway” to this passage. The Sermeq Kujelleq (ser-MEK ku-je-
LEK), one of the fastest moving glaciers in the world, passes through this opening, the most productive in the northern 
hemisphere, to Disko Bay. FTP, name this critical fjord through which the Greenland Ice Cap reaches Baffin Bay, noted for 
calving a tenth of the icebergs found in the arctic cryosphere. 

Answer: Ilulissat Icefjord or Jakobshavn Icefjord 

25. The Chergach strewn field is a source of meteorites in one example of this feature, which is separated by the El Eglab 
Massif into its Iguidi and Chech portions. A town near one of these features contains the spring La Source at Beni 
Abbes, and another is known for sweet springs that supplies much of its nation’s bottled water, El-Golea. Between the 
Fadnoun and Tinrhert Plateaus, Neolithic artifacts have been uncovered by shifts in the Issaouane example of this feature, 
which also contains petroleum reserves. Cities surrounding the Great Eastern example of this feature are characterized by 
their domed architecture, such as those at Timimoun and El-Oued, which provide a vacuum-based cooling effect based on 
orographic wind patterns that have deposited much of the particles for these features at the edges of the Tademait Plateau. 
Star dunes and barchan dunes associated with these features indicate a shift in wind direction over time. FTP, name these vast 
sand seas located in the Sahara, especially in Algeria. 

Answer: Ergs (prompt on “Dunes”) 



26. A fumarole field on an island in this archipelago is the main source of the first stoichiometric rhenium bearing 
mineral, rheniite. An offshore depression associated with these islands is the Shiashkotan Valley. Amost all of the 
lakes in these islands, including the Ring lake surrounding Tao-Rusyr Volcano, are calderas, and narrows on these 
islands result from asymmetric eruptions of dormant volcanoes such as Kuntomintar (kun-to-MIN-tar) and Sinarka. Gaps in 
these islands, which are commonly flooded by dense fogs from a current known as the Parental Tide, include their namesake 
Thursday strait and the more southerly Bussol strait, and the four southernmost members, including Kunashir and Iturup, are 
disputed by a nation that lies south of the Nemuro Strait. FTP, name this archipelago that is home to most of Russia’s active 
stratovolcanoes, and whose ownership is disputed by Japan. 

Answer: Kuril Islands 

27. This mountain is most crowded on “moon days” known as Poyo. The Maskeliya (mas-ke-LEE-ya) Reservoir lies to the 
east of this peak. A peace pagoda designed by Nipponzan Miyohoji (ni-PON-zan mi-yo-HO-ji) can be found on one 
route that ascends this peak. The poorly developed route from Erathna takes longest to access this location, while a 
route which begins from Gangalathenna (gan-ga-la-THE-na) is steepest, and the trailhead at Heramitipana (he-ra-mi-
ta-PA-na) near Ratnapura (rat-na-PU-ra) is most popular. The indigenous Vedda people venerated this peak as Samanala 
Kanda (sa-ma-NA-la KAN-da), while it is known as Shiva Padam to the Tamils. A name Ibn Battuta gave to this peak was 
applied to an island kingdom, Serendib, and a feature at its summit is paired with a land bridge that once crossed the Palk 
Strait. FTP, name this mountain whose object of pilgrimage is a jewel-studded cleft in the shape of a foot believed to belong 
to either Shiva, the Buddha, or the namesake progenitor of humanity, located in Sri Lanka. 

Answer: Adam’s Peak or Sri Pada (accept: Serendib or Samanalakanda before stated, Mt. Rohana, or Sivanolipathamalai or 
Ratnagiri or just about anything else, since this mountain is holy in 6 religions. 

28. The Amolar Ridge separates the two principal basins involved in this region. To its northwest are the dry forests of 
the Chiquitano (chi-ki-TA-no), and the savannahs of the Cerrado slope into it from the northeast. The apple snail is a 
keystone species in the anoxic waters of this region. The Acurizal (a-ku-RI-sal) Ranch and Doroche (do-RO-chay) 
Reserves areas form a cordon around its eastern nation’s main national parks, while a nation to its west runs its 
Otuquis National Park. This region is used as grazing land in the dry season, when it becomes grassland, though its cattle 
are prey to its more than ten thousand caimans, the world’s largest concentration of corocodilians. Porto Esperança (es-pe-
RAN-sa) and Corumbá are the largest settlements in this region created from the overflow of the San Rafael and Taquari 
Novo Rivers. This home of fish like the pacu and piraputango (pi-ra-pu-TAN-go) is divided into the Sao Lourenço (SAO lu-
REN-so) and Rio Negro drainages. Home to hyacinth macaws and yellow anacondas, FTP, name this lowland region of 
Brazil and Bolivia, the largest wetland area in the world. 

Answer: the Pantanal 

29. The Way of the Seven Wells is a strait path in this’s city’s Enskede district in a cemetery inspired by the works of 
Caspar David Friedrich. A tree near this city’s Hestviken (HEST-vee-ken) Inlet was used to prove the theory of 
isostatic rebound, and is known as Lyell’s Oak. The world’s first urban national park was this city’s Ekoparken, which 
includes parts of its suburbs of Solna and Lidingo. This city also boasts the world’s oldest building used for banking. An art 
museum in this city’s Djurgarden (JUR-gar-den) district is the Waldemarsudde (VAL-de-mar-su-day) Palace, which features 
galleries connected by tunnels. This city’s nucleus includes the Storkyrkan (STOR-kir-kan) and Riddarholm Cathedrals and 
rests on Stads and Helgeands Islands, in its Gamla Stan, or old town. Rosenbad Hall hosts its nation’s government, which 
includes its nation’s parliament, the Riksdag. FTP, name this city at the intersection of Lake Malaren and the Baltic Sea, the 
capital of Sweden. 

Answer: Stockholm 

30. Pagua Bay is the northern limit of the last concentration of these people. The larouma feed basket is a product of this 
people which is largely culturally appropriated by their country’s dominant culture. A church using one of these 
peoples’ canoes as an altar was built by the Waitukubuli (wai-tu-ku-BOO-lee) Development Committee, and is the 
Church of St. Marie of (these people). A central hut called the Karbet stands at the center of the model village of 
Barana Auté of these people in Crayfish River. Other rivers flowing through the lands of this people include the 
Gaulette and one that flows from Morne Trois Pitons to Massacre, the Mahaut River. A leader of this people of St. David 
Parish was given a silver-headed staff and a yearly allowance of 6 pounds in a proposal that 2% of their homeland be 
reserved for them by Henry Hesketh Bell. The hamlet of Salybia is the administrative center of the only indigenous reserve 
for, FTP, what direct descendants of the Island Carib who today primarily survive on the island of Dominica? 

Answer: Kalinago or Kalhíphona People or Island Carib or Taíno (prompt on “Carib” or “Caribbean” before mentioned ) 



Tiebreakers 

31. A vessel at dock in this city is the Af Al Pi Chen, upon which many of this country’s illegal immigrants arrived, and 
the Atlit Ma’apilim (at-LEET ma-a-pi-LEEM) Museum, which celebrates illegal immigration, is just south of this city. 
Formerly known as Porphyreon (por-FEER-e-on), this city stands on the site of the Tekhelet dye pits of Shikhmona 
(shik-MO-na), used to design the attire of its society’s high priests. A promontory on this city’s highest point is named for 
King Louis IX, who built fortifications around this city, and the Stella Maris Monastery stands on that point over a cave 
dedicated to Elijah. This city contains its nation’s only subway, which is named for that mountain. This city’s Persian 
Gardens, along with the Seat of the Universal House of Justice, achieved UNESCO recognition in 2008. Built on the northern 
slopes of Mt. Carmel, FTP, name this resting place of Abd al-Baha, the shrine of the Bab, the headquarters of the Baha’i 
Faith and Israel’s principal port city. 

Answer: Haifa 

32. One of the cultures living on this river’s banks compares it to the Rubicon due to a fateful decision made on its Wihwa 
Island in 1392. Similarities in fish have led to speculation that two of this river’s tributaries were once connected to 
the Sungari River by an eruption at its source, a crater lake in a stratovolcano that also gives rise to the Tumen. This river 
winds south until it reaches Hyesan, then sweeps into the gorge of the Unbong. It receives its northern tributary, the Hun, 
after its widest point, at which it is dammed at Supung Lake. The Herchun and Changjin flow into this river from the south 
following its birth on Mt. Paektu, and this river empties into the Yellow Sea just west of Donggang. FTP, name this river that 
forms the border between China and North Korea. 

Answer: Yalu River or Amnok River 

33. A sanctuary called the Witches’ Stone is this country’s most recent archaeological site. Many shepherds in this 
country still use an ancient communal land system utilizing vaulted stone huts called bornes and orris for food storage 
in its Madriu and Perafita-Claror Valleys. Rivers flowing through those valleys later merge to form the Valira. A 
treaty signed on the Bridge of Escalls ended a one-day revolution in this country. A former parliament building in this 
country housed a safe known as the Armory of the Seven Keys which could only be opened if its seven parishes were in 
attendance. That building, the Casa de la Vall, still functions as its nation’s high court. Two of the larger of those parishes are 
St. Julia de Loria and Ordino. The Placa del Poble functions as its capital’s main square, the highest in Europe. FTP, name 
this nation whose rulers are the Bishop of Urgell and the President of France, located in the Pyrenees. 

Answer: Andorra 


